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Abstract

Part 1: The Center for Energy Research at UNLV has been involved in a variety of low energy and zero energy buildings for the Desert Southwestern region of US. This presentation will outline some of the goals of these buildings and their design aspects as well as performance results from them.

Part 2: The numerical simulation of the ceiling air distribution (CAD) system and the under floor air distribution (UFAD) system based on the dimensions of BT Lab at UNLV has been performed. Ceiling Air Distribution (CAD) with variable air volume (VAV) and under floor air distribution (UFAD) systems have been widely used in different countries. CAD–VAV and UFAD systems design have been influenced by increasing emphasis on indoor air quality (IAQ), energy conservation, environmental effects, safety, and economics. The computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis technique was applied to design high energy efficiency and human comfort CAD–VAV and UFAD systems. The experimental task group at UNLV has performed the UFAD systems compared to CAD systems, including comfort, energy use, indoor air quality IAQ. The experiment has been conducted based on ASHRAE Standard 113–1990 – Method of Testing for Room Air Diffusion. The obtained numerical results related to thermal comfort environment of the CAD & UFAD system have compared with the experimental results. The flow contours such as velocity, temperature, relative humidity and species concentration have been analyzed and parameters such as predicted mean vote (PMV) and contaminant removal effectiveness (CRE) have been calculated and are found to be in the comfort zone on the thermal sensation scale.